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In order to quantitatively demonstrate the damage risks of roadway surrounding rocks and meanwhile comprehensively consider
stress states of surrounding rocks, an index to evaluate damage hazards was established based onMohr-Coulomb strength criterion.
Taking the track roadway of Longwall Panel 402103 in Hujiahe Coal Mine as an example, damage risks and dynamic response
characteristics of surrounding rocks under oblique incident dynamic loads were studied in accordance with the new evaluation
criterion. The results show that all conventional analysis indexes only reflect the stress distribution characteristics of coal-rocks
from a certain aspect in two-dimension space, while all stress components can be considered by the damage risk index, with the
evaluation criterion quantified, which can comprehensively reveal the stress states and damage of coal-rockmasses. Under dynamic
loading, the overall damage risks and damage degrees of roadway surrounding rocks are attributed to the superposition results of
dynamic and static loads. The dynamic loads not only aggravate the damage of shallow surrounding rocks but also increase the
damage risks of deep parts.The engineering practice demonstrates that the analysis results coincide with in situ damage of roadway
surrounding rocks.

1. Introduction

Rockburst is one of the typical dynamic hazards in coal min-
ing, which extremely affects safety and production of mines
[1]. Since the first recorded rockburst happened in England in
1738, the main mining countries like Germany, South Africa,
Polish, Czech, Canada, Japan, France, and aboutmore than 20
countries reported rockburst happening. Many researchers
have studied rockburst from various aspects around the
world [2–6]. It is found that about 85% of rockbursts occur
in roadways due to the disturbances of external hypocen-
ters, and dynamic damage of roadway surrounding rocks
appears under the superposition of dynamic and static loads
[7–12].

Currently, extensive researches have been carried out to
study rockburst damage of roadway surrounding rocks under
dynamic loads. In the aspect of theoretical research, the stress
criterion and energy principle for the destruction of support
structure of surrounding rocks under combined effects of

static load and dynamic load were deduced [13]. Moreover,
a rockburst prevention mechanism of synergizing pressure
relief and reinforcement of surrounding rocks was proposed,
where pressure releasing area in surrounding rock masses
and reinforcing rock mass of sufficient thickness were set in
surrounding rock [14]. Furthermore, it was proved that the
total stress of the bolt on the side facing the stress wave was
the superposition of static axial stress, dynamic stress of bolt
vibration, and subsidiary stress caused by the surrounding
rock deformation under dynamic load [15]. Correspondingly,
in terms of numerical methods, the whole process of roadway
rockburst failure and the attenuation properties of shock
wave were investigated by using UDEC discrete element
numerical simulation software [16]. In addition, the dynamic
response laws of anchor bolts under explosive loads were
studied by using LS-DYNA numerical simulation software,
which indicated that anchor bolts placed in different positions
around the roadway exhibited significantly different stress
characteristics [17].
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However, existing researches analyze the response and
damage characteristics of roadway surrounding rocks under
dynamic loads only either from the stress and displacement
of surrounding rocks in a certain direction or from energy.
However, owing to the stress and displacement in a single
direction being unable to comprehensively reflect stress states
of surrounding rocks, these researches fail to reveal the
real damage of surrounding rocks. Although stress states
of surrounding rocks can be completely considered from
the perspective of energy, the energy theory is still used as
a criterion for rockburst and cannot quantitatively analyze
the probability of damage occurring on surrounding rocks.
Damage characteristics of roadway surrounding rocks under
dynamic loads need to be studied based on the strength
criteria of surrounding rocks. At present, Mohr-Coulomb
strength criterion proposed by C. A. Coulomb in 1773 and
later explained by Mohr using new theories is the most
widely used strength criterion [18]. AlthoughMohr-Coulomb
strength criterion is able to comprehensively consider all
stress components of coal-rock unit bodies in a plane, similar
to energy theory, it is merely used as a damage criterion but
unable to accurately analyze the damage risk.

To quantify the damage risk of surrounding rocks and
at the same time comprehensively consider stress states of
roadway surrounding rocks, an index (damage risk index)
to evaluate damage risk of roadway surrounding rocks was
established based on Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. In
addition, the damage risks and dynamic response character-
istics of roadway surrounding rocks under oblique incident
dynamic loads were analyzed by taking the track roadway
of Longwall Panel 402103 in Hujiahe Coal Mine as an
example. A guidance for engineering practices is expected to
be provided through these studies.

2. Establishment of the Index for Evaluating
Damage Risks of Coal-Rock Unit Bodies
Based on Mohr-Coulomb Strength Criterion

It is well known that Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion can
be represented by the maximum principal stress 𝜎1 and the
minimum principal stress 𝜎3 as [19]

𝜎1 = 1 + sin𝜙1 − sin𝜙𝜎3 +
2𝑐 ⋅ cos𝜙
1 − sin𝜙 , (1)

where 𝑐 and 𝜙 represent the cohesion and the internal friction
angle, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, straight lines 𝐿1 and𝐿2 indicate the damage criterion determined by (1) and the
safest principal stress state (namely, 𝜎1 = 𝜎3), respectively.
When point 𝑃(𝜎3, 𝜎1) is above the straight 𝐿1, the principal
stress state meets formula (2):

𝜎1 > 1 + sin𝜙1 − sin𝜙𝜎3 +
2𝑐 ⋅ cos𝜙
1 − sin𝜙 . (2)

Under this condition, the coal-rock’s failure will occur
and this coal-rock unit body belongs to damaged zones.
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Figure 1: 𝜎1-𝜎3 coordinate system.

However, principal stress states of all undamaged coal-
rock unit bodies are found in the zone between straight lines
𝐿1 and 𝐿2, which conform to formula (3):

𝜎3 ≤ 𝜎1 ≤ 1 + sin𝜙1 − sin𝜙𝜎3 +
2𝑐 ⋅ cos𝜙
1 − sin𝜙 . (3)

Accordingly, a new index (damage risk index 𝑊) to
evaluate damage risks of coal-rock unit bodies can be defined
as

𝑊 = 𝑑2
𝑑1 + 𝑑2 × 100%, (4)

where 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 demonstrate the distance of point 𝑃(𝜎3, 𝜎1)
to straight lines 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, respectively, which can be
described as

𝑑1
=
((1 + sin𝜙) / (1 − sin𝜙)) 𝜎3 − 𝜎1 + (2𝑐 ⋅ cos𝜙) / (1 − sin𝜙)

√((1 + sin𝜙) / (1 − sin𝜙))2 + 1
,

𝑑2 =
𝜎3 − 𝜎1√2 .

(5)

Specifically, point 𝑃(𝜎3, 𝜎1) is located on the straight line
𝐿2 when 𝑊 = 0, which is known as the absolute safe state,
while point 𝑃(𝜎3, 𝜎1) is located on the straight line 𝐿1 when𝑊 = 100%, which is called the critical damage state.

At present, the leveling forecasting method, which was
proposed by Dou and He [20], has been widely used in coal
mines with rockburst danger and has achieved stratifying
achievements [21, 22]. Thus the damage risk can be similarly
further graded by referring to this forecasting method, as
shown in Table 1.

In accordance with superposition theories [21, 23] of
dynamic and static loads, the additional dynamic stress
increments of the maximum principal stress 𝜎1 and the
minimum principal stress 𝜎3 in a coal-rock unit body caused
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Table 1: Classifications of damage risks of rockburst.

Damage risk degree Damage risk state Damage risk index
A No damage risk 0–25%
B Low damage risk 25%–50%
C Medium damage risk 50%–75%
D High damage risk 75%–100%

by the dynamic load 𝜎d(𝑡) changing with time can be
defined as 𝜎1d(𝑡) and 𝜎3d(𝑡), respectively. Correspondingly,
the dynamic variation of principal stresses and the overall
principal stresses under the superposition of dynamic and
static loads is represented as 𝑃d(𝜎3d(𝑡), 𝜎1d(𝑡)) and 𝑃(𝜎3 +𝜎3d(𝑡), 𝜎1 + 𝜎1d(𝑡)), respectively. Under the circumstances,
the distances of the corresponding point 𝑃 to the straight
lines 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are changed into 𝑑1(𝑡) and 𝑑2(𝑡). Accordingly,
the damage risk index of the coal-rock unit body under the
superposition of dynamic and static loads is expressed by

𝑊 (𝑡) = 𝑑2 (𝑡)
𝑑1 (𝑡) + 𝑑2 (𝑡) × 100%. (6)

3. Numerical Simulation of Damage
Risks of Roadway Surrounding Rocks under
Oblique Incident Dynamic Loads

3.1. Establishment of Numerical Simulation Model. In order
to obtain damage risk indexes of each zone and judge
whether the failure occurs, the function get W, whose solving
procedure is displayed in Figure 2, was programmed by using
Fish language in FLAC2D, based onMohr-Coulomb strength
criterion and the definition of damage risk index. Loop
statements were the subject of the function get W for the
purpose of traversing all zones of the model. The judgment
and execution statements were designed according to the new
evaluation criterion. Besides, 𝑖zones and 𝑗zones represent the
number of zones in 𝑥-axis and 𝑦-axis direction, respectively.
Since the focus of this paper is damage risks before failure
instead of mechanical characteristics of damaged coal-rock
unit bodies, zones bearing stresses larger than ultimate failure
strengths are regarded as belonging to damaged zones in
spite of their residual strengths and their ability of continuing
bearing stresses.

Due to the fact that the damage risk index 𝑊 is not
the built-in variable of zones in FLAC2D, an additional
variable of zone needs to be configured before modeling
[24]. Since Mohr-Coulomb model, which is known as the
most commonly used model in FLAC2D, is the foundation
of theories about the damage risk index, it was still applied
as the constitutive model in the numerical analysis. Under
this condition, distributions of damage risk indexes and
damaged zones can be obtained after calling the function
get W. Figure 3 displays the complete solving procedure of
the numerical simulation.

Taking the geological conditions of Longwall Panel
402103 of Hujiahe Coal Mine in Binchang Coal Group,
Shaanxi, China, as an example, the track roadway of Longwall

Panel 402103 was studied, based on the data gotten from
in situ measurements and laboratory tests. The property
parameters of the model are shown in Table 2 and the lateral
pressure coefficient was 1.2. The model whose size was 40m
× 49m in length and height contained 160 × 178 = 28,480
units. Interfaces were set between strata to simulate weak
structural planes. The buried-depth and the size of the track
roadway of Longwall Panel 402103 were −500m and 5.5m
(width) × 3.7m (height), respectively. By using slicing fully
mechanized top-coal caving mining process, the top slice
(13m in thickness) was firstly mined and the roadway was
arranged along the coal seam floor of the top slice, while 10m
thick bottom coal was retained as the bottom slice of the coal
seam. The anchor bolts in the roof and the two sidewalls of
the roadway and anchor cables were simulated using cable
elements according to the in situ supporting parameters
(Figure 4). The pretightening forces of the roof anchor bolts,
the anchor bolts in the sidewalls, and the anchor cables were
60 kN, 40 kN, and 120 kN, respectively. In this study, the
problem related to roadway surrounding rocks was regarded
as a plane strain problem and the lower boundary of the
model was fixed while 14.75MPa uniform load was acting on
the upper boundary. Furthermore, trapezoidal compressive
stresses were imposed to both sides and the displacement in
𝑥 direction was limited. The numerical simulation model is
demonstrated in Figure 5.

The built-in dynamic module in FLAC2D was adopted
for the dynamic analysis. The dynamic load source was
applied in the coal seam above the roadway with a vertical
distance of 7.5m to the roadway roof and a horizontal
distance of 13.75m to the sidewall near the source to simulate
the typical oblique-incidence dynamic disturbance during
track roadway tunneling. Researches [25–27] show that the
waveformof the dynamic disturbance source, which is caused
by the in situ excavation blasting near the roadway and the
roof weighting around working face, usually belongs to the
single-peak waveform. Therefore, the waveform of dynamic
load source can be simplified as a half-sine P-wave (Figure 6),
and the corresponding time-history curve 𝑃d(𝑡) is expressed
as

𝑃d (𝑡) = {{{

1
2𝑃dm [1 − cos(

2𝜋𝑡
𝑡dm )] 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑡dm

0 𝑡 > 𝑡dm,
(7)

where 𝑃dm and 𝑡dm represent the amplitude and action time
of dynamic loads, respectively. Taking the 104 J energy level
of microearthquake during the track roadway excavation in
Panel 402103 as the study object, the relevant parameters can
be approximately obtained (Table 3), based on the statistical
results from in situ measurements and laboratory tests [28,
29].

Research [30] suggests that the calculation equation of P-
wave dynamic loads can be expressed as

𝑃dm = 𝜌coal𝐶PVpp, (8)

where 𝜌coal, 𝐶P, and Vpp demonstrate the density of coal-
rock, the propagation velocity of 𝑃-wave, and the maximum
peak velocity of tremors, respectively. The amplitude 𝑃dm of
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Figure 4: Supporting parameters of the track roadway in Longwall Panel 402103.

Table 2: Property parameters of numerical simulation model.

Strata Thickness/m Density/(kg⋅m−3) Bulk/GPa Shear/GPa Cohesion/MPa Friction angle/∘

Main roof 10 2508 9.34 6.25 4.5 39
Immediate roof 6 2348 2.21 2.10 2.6 38
Coal 23 1320 1.99 0.97 1.8 36
Main floor 10 2480 8.21 5.91 4.3 39

Table 3: Relevant parameters of the calculation for P-wave dynamic loads.

Energy level of
microearthquake/J

Maximum peak velocity of
tremors/(m⋅s−1) Tremor frequency/Hz Propagation velocity of

P-wave/(m⋅s−1)
Density of

coal/(kg⋅m−3)
104 3.4 10 3350 1320

the disturbance valued about 15MPa by substituting these
above parameters in Table 3 into (8), and the action time
𝑡dm can be calculated as 𝑡dm = 1/𝑓 = 0.1 s (𝑓, which
represents the tremor frequency, equals 10Hz). In addition,
the free field boundary is applied to eliminate the influence
of boundaries on the stress wave propagation. Due to the fact
that a fraction𝐷 of critical damping for coal-rock falls into 2–
5% [31], the corresponding local damping coefficient 𝛼L can
be conservatively calculated as 𝛼L = 𝜋𝐷 = 𝜋× 0.05 ≈ 0.1571.

Consequently, the damage risks of roadway surrounding
rocks under static and oblique incident dynamic loads can
be solved according to the solving procedure in Figure 3,
based on actual parameters about the track roadway of Panel
402103.

3.2. Simulation Results and Analysis. Taking the regions
within 0–10maway from the roadway surfaces as the research
area, three main research aspects will be analyzed in detail,
which are as follows: (1) comparisons between the analysis

index of damage risks and conventional analysis indexes;
(2) comparisons of damage risks under the stable state
after dynamic disturbances and static loads; (3) time-history
responses of the analysis index of damage risks.

3.2.1. Comparisons between the Analysis Index of Damage
Risks and Conventional Analysis Indexes. Taking stress states
of roadway surrounding rocks under static loads as an exam-
ple, distributions of damage risk grades and conventional
analysis indexes under static loads are shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen from Figures 7(a)–7(e) that the rest of
conventional analysis indexes exhibit axially symmetrical
distributions with the central line of the roadway except for
the centrosymmetric distribution of the shear stresses 𝜏𝑥𝑦
with the roadway center being the symmetry center. The
horizontal stresses 𝜎𝑥 in the roof and floor are obviously
larger than those in both sidewalls, and conversely, the ver-
tical stresses 𝜎𝑦 in both sidewalls are significantly larger than
those in the roof and floor. Besides, the maximal principal
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stress 𝜎1 presents the unimodal distribution of increasing
firstly and decreasing afterwards while the minimal principal
stress 𝜎3 gradually increases from the roadway surface to
deep surrounding rocks. However, all these analysis indexes
only reflect the stress distribution characteristics of coal-
rocks from a certain aspect, while the comprehensive stress
states are not taken into account, letting alone the quantitative
analysis of damage risks according to them.

Figure 7(f) displays distributions of damage risk grades
and damaged zones of roadway surrounding rocks. In this
figure, zones at different damage risk grades similarly appear
the axially symmetrical distributionwith the center line of the
roadway. Meanwhile, the regions closest to damaged zones
present the highest damage risk state (namely, the critical

damage state) and corresponding damage risk grades descend
successively from high, medium, and low to no damage risk
from the roadway surface to deep surrounding rocks. In
addition, the damage risks in the roof and floor are higher
than those in both sidewalls of the roadway. Thus the goal
of comprehensively and quantitatively evaluating damage
risks can be achieved by defining the damage risk indexes
and grades, compared with conventional analysis indexes.
Moreover, damage risks of undamaged zones are displayed in
the same figure with distributions of damaged zones in this
way, which shows a significant superiority.

3.2.2. Comparisons of Damage Risks under the Stable State
after Dynamic Disturbances and Static Loads. Figure 8 shows
the distributions of damage risk grades under the stable
state after dynamic disturbances, which are attributed to
the superposition results of dynamic and static loads. It
can be seen that regions of each damage risk grade exhibit
nonaxisymmetrical distributions with the central line of the
roadway under oblique incident dynamic loads, compared
with the axisymmetrical distributions of damage risk grades
under static loads. That is to say, the damage risk levels of
surrounding rocks near the source are higher than those
remote from the source. Furthermore, overall damage risk
levels of roadway surrounding rocks under the stable state
after dynamic disturbances are significantly higher than those
under static loads.

In order to quantitatively reveal the overall damage risk
of surrounding rocks within a 10m range away from the
roadway surfaces, without damaged zones being considered,
an index𝑊of overall damage risk can be defined as

𝑊 = 𝑊1 ⋅ 𝑎1 +𝑊2 ⋅ 𝑎2 +𝑊3 ⋅ 𝑎3 +𝑊4 ⋅ 𝑎4 +𝑊5 ⋅ 𝑎5𝑎1 + 𝑎2 + 𝑎3 + 𝑎4 + 𝑎5 , (9)

where𝑊1 represents the damage risk index corresponding to
the critical damage state; namely,𝑊1 = 100%.𝑊2–𝑊5 indicate
the medians of intervals of damage risk indexes at each risk
grade from high to no damage risk states; namely, 𝑊2 =
87.5%,𝑊3 = 62.5%,𝑊4 = 37.5%, and𝑊5 = 12.5%. Moreover,
𝑎1–𝑎5 demonstrate the distribution areas of each risk grade
from the critical to no damage risk states. By substituting
corresponding parameters in Figures 7(f) and 8 into (9), the
overall damage risk indexes of roadway surrounding rocks
under the stable state after dynamic disturbances and static
loads are obtained (Figure 9).

It can be seen from Figures 7(f), 8, and 9 that the overall
damage risks in the floor, roof, and two sidewalls of the
roadway are in a decreasing order as 33.45%, 32.18%, and
21.29%, and meanwhile, the floor, roof, and two sidewalls
show descending areas of damaged zones of 1.57m2, 0.73m2,
and 0.41m2 under static loads. These indicate that as the
horizontal stress fields are larger than the vertical stress fields
under static loads, the damage degrees and overall damage
risks in the roof and the floor are higher than those in two
sidewalls. However, since the floor is not supported, the
damage degree and overall damage risk in the floor are larger
than those in the roof.
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Figure 7: Distributions of damage risk grades and conventional analysis indexes of roadway surrounding rocks under static loads.

However, the overall damage risks of surrounding rocks
from high to low, which are all higher than those under
static loads, are as follows: floor (51.92%), roof (50.91%), the
sidewall near the source (43.56%), and the sidewall remote
from the source (33.87%), and also areas of damaged zones

are in a descending order as follows: roof (14.75m2), floor
(10.78m2), the sidewall near the source (7.19m2), and the
sidewall remote from the source (5.61m2) under the stable
state after dynamic disturbances. The reason for this is that
the stress wave strength of dynamic loads reduces with the
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increase of spreading distance in the transmission. Besides,
the transmission of dynamic loads is obstructed by the road-
way space, which significantly decreases the strength of stress
waves as they diffract through the roadway. Therefore, the
roof and the sidewall near the source are greatly influenced by
dynamic loads, while the floor and the sidewall remote from
the source are slightly affected by dynamic loads. Under the
superposition of static and dynamic loads, although the floor
is damaged more seriously than the roof under static loads,
the damage degree of the roof is heavier than that of the floor
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Figure 10: Arrangement diagram of monitoring points in roadway
surrounding rocks.

under the stable state after dynamic disturbances. Likewise,
the damage degrees of the two sidewalls are consistent under
static loads, while the sidewall near the source is damaged
more obviously than that remote from the source under the
stable state after dynamic disturbances. This indicates that
dynamic loads not only aggravate the damage (increasing the
ranges of damaged zones) of shallow surrounding rocks, but
also make the high risk areas transfer to deep surrounding
rocks, which accordingly leads to increasing damage risks.

Although the roof is damagedmore significantly than the
sidewall near the source under the stable state after dynamic
disturbances, it does not mean that the influencing degree
of dynamic loads on the roof is greater than that on the
sidewall near the source. Therefore, for further analyzing
the influencing degrees and response characteristics in each
position of surrounding rocks under dynamic loads, it is
necessary to research the time-history change laws of damage
risks.

3.2.3. Time-History Responses of the Analysis Index of Damage
Risks. In order to study the change laws of the overall damage
risks of surrounding rocks with time, the monitoring points
closest to roadway surfaces were set in the damage risk zones
near to the boundaries of critical damage zones and damage
risk zones under static loads. By using the monitoring points
closest to roadway surfaces as reference points, the rest of
monitoring points were set within a 10m range away from
the roadway surfaces with an interval of 2m. All monitoring
points, whose two-dimensional coordinates are shown in
Table 4, were located at the central lines of each side of the
roadway (Figure 10).

The time-history response curves of damage risk indexes
of surrounding rocks are revealed in Figure 11, where the
straight lines in red, yellow, and blue represent the high,
medium, and low damage risks, respectively. The influence
of the stress waves of dynamic loads lasts for 0.25 s. The
damage risk indexes of eachmonitoring pointmaintain stable
for a certain time at the beginning, indicating that a time
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Figure 11: Time-history response curves of damage risk indexes of roadway surrounding rocks.

Table 4: Two-dimensional coordinates of monitoring points.

Location 1st monitoring point 2nd monitoring point 3rd monitoring
point

4th monitoring
point

5th monitoring
point

Roof A1 (20.00, 26.20) A2 (20.00, 28.20) A3 (20.00, 30.20) A4 (20.00, 32.20) —
Floor B1 (20.00, 17.00) B2 (20.00, 15.00) B3 (20.00, 13.00) B4 (20.00, 11.00) —
Sidewall near the source C1 (24.50, 21.85) C2 (26.50, 21.85) C3 (28.50, 21.85) C4 (30.50, 21.85) C5 (32.50, 21.85)
Sidewall remote from the
source D1 (15.50, 21.85) D2 (13.50, 21.85) D3 (11.50, 21.85) D4 (9.50, 21.85) D5 (7.50, 21.85)

difference exists as stress waves spread from the source to
roadway surrounding rocks so that the dynamic responses
of surrounding rocks are delayed. The dynamic responses of
monitoring points of the roof, floor and two sidewalls show
the following common characteristics. Firstly, the damage

risk index of the 1st monitoring point stably increases with
time to 100% when damage occurs. Secondly, the time-
history response laws of damage risk indexes of the 2nd–
4th/5thmonitoring points are consistent, representing almost
synchronously changes.
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However, the monitoring points in the roof, floor, and
two sidewalls also exhibit greatly different response charac-
teristics. The dynamic response curves of the 1st monitoring
points in each position of surrounding rocks are incomplete
since they have already been damaged when their damage
risk indexes reach 100%. This is also the reason why the
1st monitoring points are not analyzed in terms of the
dynamic response. The time-history curves for the damage
risk of the 2nd–4th monitoring points (namely, A2–A4) in
the roof and the 2nd–5th monitoring points (namely, C2–
C5) in the sidewall near the source present obvious single
peaks similar to the half-sine form of the source (Figures
11(a) and 11(c)). Although the 2nd–5th monitoring points
(namely, D2–D5) in the sidewall remote from the source
show certain single peaks, the fluctuation degree is far less
than the above two positions, while the damage risks of
the 2nd–4th monitoring points (namely, B2–B4) in the floor
increase in stable fluctuations and finally stabilize without
single peaks appearing (Figures 11(b) and 11(d)). The above
analysis demonstrates that the roof and the sidewall near
the source are most seriously influenced by dynamic loads,
followed by the sidewall remote from the source and then the
floor.

In order to quantitatively describe the influencing degrees
of dynamic loads in each position of surrounding rocks, an
index (dynamic influence indexΔ𝑊d regarding damage risks)
is defined as

Δ𝑊d = 𝑊(𝑡)max −𝑊0, (10)

where𝑊(𝑡)max and𝑊0 represent the dynamic response peak
of damage risk index and the static damage risk index at a
certain monitoring point, respectively.

Due to nonexisting dynamic response peaks on the time-
history response curves of damage risk indexes in the floor,
the comparison of the dynamic influence indexes regarding
damage risks of eachmonitoring point only needs to bemade
in the roof and the two sidewalls, as shown in Figure 12. The
influence degrees of dynamic loads are found to be highest
on the sidewall near the source, followed by the roof and
the sidewall remote from the source. As for the roof and the
sidewall near the source, the further the monitoring points
are from the roadway surfaces (closer to the source), the
greater the influences of dynamic loads are. As for the side-
wall remote from the source, the influence degree of dynamic
loads firstly improves and then weakens with the increasing
distance of monitoring points to the roadway surfaces. The
reason is that the stress waves diffract thereby producing
diffraction waves when passing through the roadway space.
Under such condition, the superposition and disturbance of
diffraction waves in different directions weaken the strength
of stress waves around the roadway surfaces [32]. Therefore,
the surrounding rocks around the roadway surfaces are
less evidently affected by dynamic loads than those with
certain distances from the roadway surfaces. Meanwhile, the
strengths of diffraction waves gradually decrease with the
increase of spreading distance. In summary, the influence
degree of dynamic loads on the sidewall remote from the
source presents the above variation characteristics.
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Figure 12: Comparison of dynamic influence indexes regarding
damage risks on the roof and the two sidewalls.
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Figure 13: Layout plan of drilling cutting monitoring boreholes.

Based on the analysis results in Section 3.2.2 and this
section, the damage degree (damage risk) of roadway sur-
rounding rocks under dynamic loads is determined by the
damage degree (damage risk) under static loads and the
influence degree of dynamic loads. For example, although the
influence degree of dynamic loads on the sidewall near the
source is greater than that on the roof, the damage degree
(damage risk) in the roof is higher than that in this sidewall
under the superposition of dynamic and static loads.

4. Case Study

Hujiahe Coal Mine, owned by the Binchang Coal Group,
is situated in the Shaanxi Province, China. The study area,
Longwall Panel 402103, is the first mining face in number
402District. Amonitoring and forecasting system combining
with the Microseismic Monitoring System named ARAMIS
introduced from Poland and Drilling Cutting Method was
adopted in order to guarantee the safe tunneling in track
roadway of Panel 402103. Figure 13 shows the layout plan of
drilling cutting monitoring boreholes during the tunneling
in track roadway of Panel 402103. The diameter and drilling
depth of each borehole are 42mm and 10m, respectively.
These boreholes are about 1.2m away from the roadway floor
and the direction of holes is all parallel to the coal seam.
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Figure 14: Locations of dynamic load source and rockburst occur-
rence in Longwall Panel 402103.

A borehole was drilled at the heading face and this hole
will be monitored once every five-meter advancing while the
monitoring will be carried out every day if advancing rate
is lower than five meters per day. Besides, three boreholes,
which need to be monitored once a day, were drilled in
each sidewall of the roadway behind the heading face, and
distances of these holes to the face are 10m, 30m, and 50m,
respectively. The main monitoring content is the drilling
cutting quantity permeter (unit kg/m), which is starting from
the second meter.

According to the in situ data, three rockbursts induced by
dynamic loads occurred during the track roadway excavation
in Longwall Panel 402103. A typical rockburst occurrence,
coal burst with an energy of 1.82 × 104 J caused by blasting
occurring at 7:11 am, March 31, 2014, is taken as an example
(Figure 14). The oblique incident mine earthquake source
showed a horizontal distance of 13.8m and a vertical distance
of 7.3m to the closer sidewall and the roof of the track
roadway, respectively. In addition, the rockburst position (red
area in Figure 14) was 23–35m away from the heading face of
track roadway.

The damage risks of rockburst can qualitatively be
reflected by the drilling cutting quantity, namely, the more
the drilling cutting quantity, the higher the damage risk.
Therefore, 3# and 6# boreholes (Figure 13), which are closest
to the location of rockburst occurrence, were taken as the
research object, and two comparable boreholes were drilled
adjacent to 3# and 6# boreholes with distance of 1m after
rockburst occurrence. Figure 15 shows comparisons of the
drilling cutting quantity in 3# and 6# boreholes before and
after rockburst occurrence. It can be seen that drilling cutting
quantities in both 3# and 6# boreholes have the similar
changing law before the rockburst, namely, the deeper the
drilling depth, the fewer the drilling cutting quantity, which
indicates that the damage risk of rockburst is gradually
decreased from the roadway surface to deep surrounding
rocks. However, the drilling cutting quantities in both 3# and
6# boreholes are characterized by increasing at first and then
decreasing after the rockburst. Firstly, 3# and 6# boreholes
are located on the sidewall remote from the source and
the sidewall near the source, respectively. Besides, the peak
value position of drilling cutting quantity in 6# borehole is
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Figure 15: Comparisons of drilling cutting quantities before and
after rockburst.

further away from the roadway surface than that of drilling
cutting quantity in 3# borehole, which indicates that damage
of surrounding rocks near the roadway surface results in the
decline of corresponding damage risks with high damage
risks being transferred to deep surrounding rocks, and the
damage degree of the sidewall near the source is far greater
than that of the sidewall remote from source. It is obvious
that the distribution characteristics of damage risks reflected
by the drilling cutting quantity are basically consistent with
numerical simulation results obtained from the analysis in
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

Figure 16(a) demonstrates in situ damage situations in
the track roadway of Panel 402103. Obvious cracks and 0.31–
0.36m of floor heave were found in the floor. Six anchor bolts
in the roof were loose and the roof subsided by 0.45–0.58m.
Moreover, three anchor bolts in the sidewall near the source
were loose with convergence ranging from 0.23m to 0.28m.
However, the anchor bolts were not loose in the sidewall
remote from the source where the convergence ranges from
0.18m to 0.21m.

Figure 16(b) shows the sketch map of damaged regions
in roadway surrounding rocks. In this figure, anchor bolts
and cables without anchorage failure are marked in green,
while anchor bolts with anchorage failure are marked in red.
In addition, damaged regions of roadway surrounding rocks
expressed in Section 3.2.2 are marked in purple. Obviously,
the range of damaged region in the roof is larger than or very
close to anchorage regions of six bolts with anchorage failure
in the middle part of the roof, and the range of damaged
zones in the sidewall near the source extremely approaches
the anchorage regions of three bolts with anchorage failure
in the middle part of this sidewall, while that in the sidewall
remote from the source does not affect the bolt anchorage
end. All these lead to “loose behavior” (namely, the anchorage
failure with these bolts losing their anchor foundations under
dynamic loads) of anchor bolts in the roof and sidewall near
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Figure 16: Rockburst damage in the track roadway of Longwall Panel 402103.

the source, while bolts in the sidewall remote from the source
are not loose. Furthermore, damage degrees of surrounding
rocks can to some extent be reflected by their deformations.
The rockburst is found to induce decreasing deformation
degrees in the roof, floor, the sidewall near the source, and
the sidewall remote from the source, which coincides with
the ranking results of damage degrees of surrounding rocks
obtained from the analysis in Section 3.2.2. In summary, the
accuracy and scientificity of the numerical simulation results
are verified due to the fact that all above analysis results
are in good agreement with the in situ damage situations of
rockburst.

5. Conclusions

Based on Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion, a damage risk
index to evaluate damage risks of roadway surrounding
rocks was established, and four damage risk grades (namely,
high, medium, low, and no damage risks) were classified.
The damage risk index of roadway surrounding rocks under
dynamic loading is a function changing with time.

All conventional analysis indexes only reflect the stress
distribution characteristics of coal-rocks from a certain
aspect in two-dimension space, while all stress components
can be considered by the damage risk index, with the
evaluation criteria quantified, which can comprehensively
reveal the stress states and damage of coal-rock masses.

The overall damage risks and degrees of roadway sur-
rounding rocks reflect the results of superposition of dynamic
and static loads, which are found to be in a descending
order in the floor, roof, and two sidewalls merely under static
loads, while the sidewall near the source is most obviously
affected by the oblique incident dynamic load, followed by
the roof, the sidewall remote from the source, and the floor
successively. Taken together, there are decreasing damage
degrees shown in the roof, floor, sidewall near the source, and
sidewall remote from the source under the stable state after
dynamic disturbances.The dynamic load not only aggregates

the damage of shallow surrounding rocks, but also increases
the damage risks of deep parts.

Distribution characteristics of damage risks and dam-
age degrees in roadway surrounding rocks reflected by the
drilling cutting quantity, the anchorage failure of bolts and
deformations of surrounding rocks in situ are basically
consistent with the numerical analysis results, which verifies
the accuracy and scientificity of analysis methods in this
paper.
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